Keep Cats Safe & Save Bird Lives is a coalition
of individuals and organizations who believe
all animals are important, and both cats and
birds are safer when owners keep their cats
from roaming.
Led by Nature Canada, the oldest conservation charity in the country, the coalition
includes national partners Humane Canada,
Birds Studies Canada and Earth Rangers, as
well as an ever-growing list of regional and
local partners.

We assembled everything we’ve learned
from the safe, happy cat experts into one
handy e-book.
For tips & tricks to keep your cat stimulated,
exercised and entertained without the need
to risk roaming outdoors, get yours now!

Get your free guide now!
catsandbirds.ca/safe-cat-ebook
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“Both cats and birds are safer
when cats are protected
from the risks of roaming
unsupervised outdoors.”
– Dr. Shane Bateman,
Veterinarian

Top Tips to
Help Birds!

Get yours now!

catsandbirds.ca/top-tips
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MOVEMENT!

KEEP CATS SAFE & SAVE BIRD LIVES
KEEP CATS SAFE
Join the majority of Canadian cat-owners who
keep their cats safe from the risks of roaming
outdoors, including:
• Diseases
• Cars
• Fights

• Parasites
• Poisons
• Getting Lost

For more information on these risks and what you can do
to protect your cat, visit catsandbirds.ca

SAVE BIRD LIVES

Birds and wildlife are struggling
to survive and you can help!

catsandbirds.ca
“As cat owners, it is your responsibility to
protect them from any harm. Trustworthy
vets emphasize that if you keep them
indoors, you are keeping them out of
unnecessary danger. So think about the
hazards the outdoors present the next
time you think of letting your cats roam
outside.”
– Dr Max Spicer, Veterinarian

WHAT YOU CAN DO

• The number of bird species at risk
doubled between 2000 and 2017.

• Keep your cat safe from the risks of roaming & keep
birds and wildlife safer too!

• One in three North American
bird species is in need of urgent
conservation action.

• If your cat does catch a bird, don’t assume the bird is
okay: place it gently in a cardboard box with air holes
and take it to a wildlife rehabilitation centre.

• Specific groups of birds (such as
swallows) have declined as much
as 60%.

• If you want to let your cat outdoors, use a safe option
such as a catio or leash-training.

• Over 100 bird species are
vulnerable to cats because they
nest or feed near the ground,
including species at risk such as
Piping Plover and Burrowing Owl
as well as popular birds such as
Cardinal and Goldfinch.

• Make sure your cat can’t contribute to the cat overpopulation problem: ensure they’re spayed or neutered
and have permanent ID.
• Advocate for safe cats and safe birds in your community.
• Plant native plants, trees and shrubs in your garden.
• Prevent bird-window collisions at home and at work.

